Introduction
Photonic crystals (PC) are attractive materials for constructing compact optical integrated circuits. Various novel optical devices such as zero-threshold lasers, waveguide with sharp bend, and so on, are expected by utilizing the photonic bandgap (PBG). We have investigated the three-dimensional photonic crystal (3D-PC) with perfect PBG to realize the optical devices in a small PC. The 3D-PC for infrared and optical communication wavelength region have been fabricated by stacking GaAs/air gratings, and optical waveguide with 90 degrees bend in the 3D-PC waveguide for infrared wavelength region have also been fabricated successfully [1, 2] .
The ideal stacked stripe or woodpile structure achieves 3D optical confinement completely [3] [4] [5] . However, the number of stacked layers (i.e. the thickness of the structure) should be as small as possible from the viewpoint of the fabrication process. The effect of optical confinement depends on the thickness of the 3D-PC. Therefore a finite case is needed to consider. We present here a three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (3D-FDTD) analysis of the propagation loss on the finite thickness 3D-PC waveguide.
3D-PC waveguide
A stacked stripe structure is constructed by stacking parallel dielectric rods of rectangular cross section. The four layers of parallel rods correspond to a period in the stacking direction. Here, the width and height of a rod is assumed to be 0.25a and 0.3a, respectively, where a is a center to center separation between the rods. We formed the straight waveguide by removing the single rod from the layer located in the middle of the stacked structure as shown in Fig. 1 . To better understanding, the upper layers of 3D-PC waveguide are not shown in the figure. A dispersion diagram of 3D-PC waveguide is calculated using the 3D-FDTD method with a periodic boundary condition. Two waveguide modes (A and B) exist in the PBG as shown in Fig. 2 . We focus on the mode-A which has single mode and low dispersion region.
The transmission properties are calculated using the 3D-FDTD method with a perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary condition. We sent pulses with a Gaussian frequency profile covering different ranges of frequencies into the waveguide. Then we measure the flux on some planes setting up every 20a. Figure 3 shows the transmission spectra with the thickness of the 3D-PC varied from 3 to 6 periods. Low propagation loss is obtained for all cases in the frequency range > 0.42c/a, where c is a speed of the light in the vacuum. This corresponds to the range of the nonleaky mode, located below the light line in the dispersion diagram. When the thickness is 3 periods, propagation loss is estimated as large as 100dB/1000a in the frequency range < 0.42c/a. As the thickness of the PC increases, the propagation loss is decrease in the frequency range < 0.42c/a. For the 6 periods thickness, propagation loss of < 3dB/1000a is evaluated in a wide frequency range of the mode-A.
Conclusions
We have used 3D-FDTD method to estimate the propagation loss of the waveguide in the 3D-PC with finite thickness. For the structure with 6 period thickness, the calculated propagation loss is in the order of 1dB/1000a. The result indicates that the stacked stripe 3D-PC waveguide is a promising structure for the formation of a low loss waveguide in an actual device. 
